
Maggie Big: A Celtic Tuning with a Rich
History and Enchanting Sound

In the realm of Celtic music, where intertwining melodies and vibrant
rhythms captivate the listener's soul, there lies a tuning that stands apart as
a testament to the genre's rich heritage and boundless creativity - Maggie
Big. This open tuning, characterized by its distinctive harmony and melodic
possibilities, has captivated musicians and music lovers alike for centuries.
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Origins and History

The origins of Maggie Big tuning are shrouded in the mists of time, woven
into the tapestry of Celtic lore. Some trace its roots to the ancient land of
Ireland, while others believe it emerged from the musical traditions of
Scotland. Regardless of its precise birthplace, Maggie Big has become an
integral part of Celtic music, embraced by musicians across the globe.

One intriguing theory suggests that the tuning originated from a traditional
Irish instrument called the Uilleann pipes. This instrument, renowned for its
haunting melodies, features a drone that produces a constant, low-pitched
note. The Maggie Big tuning is believed to have evolved as a way to mimic
the sound of the Uilleann pipes on the guitar.

Characteristics of the Tuning

Maggie Big is an open tuning, meaning that all six strings of the guitar are
tuned to different notes, creating a unique and resonant harmony. The
specific notes used in the tuning vary slightly depending on the musician's
preference, but the most common configuration is DADGAD.

First String (High E): D

Second String (B): A

Third String (G): D
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Fourth String (D): G

Fifth String (A): A

Sixth String (Low E): D

This tuning creates a rich, full sound that is both resonant and melodic. The
open strings produce a droning effect, providing a harmonic foundation for
the melodies that are played over them.
Musical Applications

Maggie Big tuning has found a wide range of applications in Celtic music,
lending its enchanting sound to both traditional and contemporary pieces.

Traditional Music: In traditional Celtic music, Maggie Big is often used for
playing jigs, reels, and other lively dance tunes. The open strings provide a
driving rhythm, while the melodic possibilities of the tuning allow for
intricate and expressive melodies.

Contemporary Music: Maggie Big has also been embraced by
contemporary Celtic musicians, who have explored its versatility and
incorporated it into a wide range of genres, from folk and rock to jazz and
electronica. The tuning's unique sound and harmonic possibilities have
inspired countless compositions and performances.

Notable Musicians

Throughout history, numerous renowned Celtic musicians have embraced
the Maggie Big tuning, leaving an indelible mark on the genre.

Paul Brady: This Irish singer-songwriter and guitarist is known for his
masterful use of Maggie Big tuning in his folk and traditional music.



Andy Irvine: Another Irish musician, Irvine is a multi-instrumentalist
and composer who has extensively utilized Maggie Big in his Celtic
folk and ballad performances.

John Renbourn: An English guitarist and folk singer, Renbourn was a
pioneer in bringing Celtic music to a wider audience. He frequently
employed Maggie Big tuning in his intricate and evocative
compositions.

Dave Gregory: A British guitarist and songwriter, Gregory is known for
his innovative use of Maggie Big tuning in the rock band XTC.

Tony McManus: A Scottish guitarist and composer, McManus is
renowned for his virtuosic fingerstyle playing, often using Maggie Big
tuning to create mesmerizing melodies and intricate harmonies.

Learning Maggie Big

For guitarists interested in exploring the world of Maggie Big tuning, there
are several resources available.

Online Tutorials: Numerous online tutorials and lessons can guide you
through the process of tuning your guitar to Maggie Big and provide tips for
playing in this unique tuning.

Books and Sheet Music: There are several books and sheet music
collections available that provide exercises, songs, and tunes specifically
written for Maggie Big tuning.

Workshops and Classes: Many music schools and workshops offer
classes and workshops on Celtic guitar, including instruction on Maggie Big
tuning and playing techniques.



Maggie Big tuning is a captivating and versatile tuning that has played a
significant role in the evolution of Celtic music. Its rich history, unique
characteristics, and enchanting sound have made it a beloved choice
among musicians and music lovers alike.

Whether you are a seasoned Celtic musician or a curious explorer, the
Maggie Big tuning invites you to embark on a musical journey, where
melodies soar, rhythms pulse, and the spirit of Celtic tradition comes alive.
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